
GAINS Math CAMPPP 2010: Session #2A: Setting Lesson Goals and  
Consolidation Questions as Assessment for Learning  Grade K-2 

 

165 min 

Math Learning Goals 
 use the big ideas to plan lesson goals; specifically, focus the consolidation 

back to the lesson goal/big idea as assessment for learning 

Materials 

  

 Pairs Activity  
Each person picks a card, then finds the person that has the same card. 
Cards with actions (BLM2.1) 
Here is the action.  
What might the goal have been?  

  

 
BLM2.1 

Minds On… 
 

 Whole group discussion 
Discuss why you placed the example where you did.  
Small groups investigation 
Consider the K-2 curriculum. Each group will have 1 grade’s expectations. 
(BLM 2.2a) Decide which expectations might underpin these ideas. Cut out the 
expectations and post them under each big idea.  
Whole group Gallery Walk 
Anything that surprises you? Anything you disagree with? Anything you think 
should be moved?  
 
Whole group  PowerPoint presentation -  Counting and Multiplication 
Review the counting principles, focusing on movement-is-magnitude for skip 
counting; move into building multiplicative thinking. 
 
Groups of 4  discussion 
Review Marian’s last plenary activity, discussing how questions can fit into each 
of the three parts of a lesson. 
 
Groups of 3  Problem solving and practising  

 Solve the first problem (BLM2.2b) with consolidating questions given 
 find the BI, curriculum expectation, lesson goal  

Discussion points: 
o Share one idea that came up that reinforces what you already 

do with respect to creating lesson goals 
o Offer one idea that came up that might change how you create 

lesson goals. 

 Solve the second problem (BLM2.3) with lesson goal given  find the 
BI, curriculum expectation, design the consolidating question. 

Discussion points: 
o Could we improve the consolidating question? 
o How might the consolidating question be different if the BI were 

different?  
o This second problem was not done at CAMPPP 
 

Small groups (form 2 groups) reflection  
What assessment for further learning information would you be able to gather 
following the consolidating question(s)? What kind of things do we need to 
listen for with respect to the learning goal? How might you gather this 
information? (share tools, strategies to get to everyone, etc.)   
 

BLM2.2a 
Each grade’s 
expectations will be 
photocopied on a 
different colour 
paper, with several 
copies of each. 
 
 
 
 
 
PowerPoint 
presentation -  
Counting and 
Multiplication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BLM2.2b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BLM2.3 

Action! 
 

  
Individual reflection 
Draw a picture of the way you see the relationship of the big ideas to the 

BLM1.6 

Consolidate 
Debrief 



 learning goals, consolidation questions the 3 part lesson, etc. This is how you 
see it right now – it will change as you re-schematize.  
 
(BLM1.6) 

Keeping assessment for learning and the lesson goal, big idea, curriculum 
expectation, consolidating question framework in mind, fill in 321…Feedback!!! 
form 

 

 Home Activity or Further Classroom Consolidation 
 

 



BLM XXX.XX 
 


